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The general form of safe recursion (or ramified recurrence) can be expressed by an infinite graph
rewrite system including unfolding graph rewrite rules introduced by Dal Lago, Martini and Zorzi,
in which the size of every normal form by innermost rewriting is polynomially bounded. Every
unfolding graph rewrite rule is precedence terminating in the sense of Middeldorp, Ohsaki and Zan-
tema. Although precedence terminating infinite rewrite systems cover all the primitive recursive
functions, in this paper we consider graph rewrite systems precedence terminating with argument
separation, which form a subclass of precedence terminating graph rewrite systems. We show that
for any precedence terminating infinite graph rewrite system G with a specific argument separation,
both the runtime complexity of G and the size of every normal form in G can be polynomially
bounded. As a corollary, we obtain an alternative proof of the original result by Dal Lago et al.
1 Introduction
1.1 Backgrounds
In this paper we present a complexity analysis of a specific kind of infinite graph rewrite systems, prece-
dence terminating with argument separation. The formulation of precedence termination with argu-
ment separation stems from a function-algebraic characterization of the polytime computable functions
based on the principle known as safe recursion [6] or tiered recursion [13]. The schema of safe re-
cursion is a syntactic restriction of the standard primitive recursion based on a specific separation of
argument positions of functions into two kinds. Notationally, the separation is indicated by semicolon as
f (x1, . . . ,xk ;xk+1, . . . ,xk+l), where x1, . . . ,xk are called normal arguments while xk+1, . . . ,xk+l are called
safe ones. The schema of safe recursion formalizes the idea that recursive calls are restricted on normal
arguments whereas substitutions of recursion terms are restricted for safe arguments: f (0,~y;~z) = g(~y;~z),
f (ci(x),~y;~z) = hi(x,~y;~z, f (x,~y;~z)) (i ∈ I), where I is a finite set of indices. Safe recursion is sound for
polynomial runtime complexity over unary constructors, i.e., over numerals or lists, but it was not clear
whether the general form of safe recursion over arbitrary constructors, which is called general ramified
recurrence [10] or general safe recursion, could be related to polytime computability as well.
f (ci(x1, . . . ,xarity(ci)),~y;~z) = hi(~x,~y;~z, f (x1,~y;~z), . . . , f (xarity(ci),~y;~z)) (i∈ I) (General Safe Recursion)
The authors of [10] answered this question positively (Theorem 1, Section 3) showing that the schema
(General Safe Recursion) can be expressed by an infinite set of unfolding graph rewrite rules. To see
a reason why graph rewriting was employed, consider a term rewrite system R over the constructors
{ε ,c,0,s} consisting of the following four rules with the argument separation indicated in the rules.
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g(ε ;z) → z g(c( ; x,y) ; z) → c( ;g(x ; z),g(y ; z))
f(0,y ; ) → ε f(s( ;x),y ; ) → g(y ; f(x,y ; ))
Reduction of a term f(sm(0), t) generates a tree consisting of exponentially many copies of the tree t
measured by m. Thus the computation should be performed over suitably shared graphs rather than terms.
Moreover, the term f(s(0),c(ε ,ε)) leads to the term c(g(ε ,ε),g(ε ,ε)) in three steps, where the subterm
g(ε ,ε) is duplicated, which means that costly recomputations potentially occur. Such duplications cannot
be avoided by simple sharing but some essential memoization technique is necessary.
1.2 Outline
The most effort in [10] was devoted to show that unfolding graph rewrite rules expressing the schema
(General Safe Recursion) only yield polynomial lengths of rewriting sequences and normal forms of
polynomial sizes measured by the sizes of starting (term) graphs. The initial motivation of the present
work was to deduce the complexity result by means of existing term rewriting techniques. In a techni-
cal report [11], rewriting sequences under unfolding graph rewrite rules are embedded into descending
sequences under a termination order over lists of terms via a variant of the predicative interpretation
[1, 3, 4]. In this paper, making the definition of unfolding graph rewrite rules more abstract, we define a
class of graph rewrite systems precedence terminating with argument separation. Though the complexity
analysis in the report above could be adopted, we avoid the use of intermediate termination orders but
make use of numerical interpretation methods, which have been established as well as termination orders,
e.g. [7]. The performed numerical interpretation is closely related to the predicative interpretation but
also strongly motivated by polynomial quasi-interpretations presented in [8, 15, 9]. After preliminary
sections, in Section 4, we show that every graph rewrite system precedence terminating with a specific
argument separation reduces under the associated interpretation (Theorem 2), yielding an alternative
proof of Theorem 1 (Corollary 3). In Section 5, to convince readers that the proposed method is indeed
(potentially) more flexible than unfolding graph rewrite rules, we discuss two possibilities of application
referring to related works.
2 Term graph rewriting
In this section, we present basics of term graph rewriting mainly following [5].
Definition 1 (Signatures, labeled graphs and paths). Let F be a signature, a set of function symbols,
and let arity : F → N where arity( f ) is called the arity of f . Throughout of the paper, we only consider
finite signatures. We assume that F is partitioned into the set C of constructors and the set D of defined
symbols.
Let G = (VG,EG) be a directed graph consisting of a set VG of vertices (or nodes) and a set EG of
directed edges. A labeled graph is a triple (G, labG,succG) of an acyclic directed graph G = (VG,EG),
a partial labeling function labG : VG → F and a (total) successor function succG : VG → V ∗G, mapping
a node v ∈ VG to a sequence of nodes of length arity(labG), such that if succG(v) = v1, . . . ,vk, then
{v1, . . . ,vk}= {u ∈VG | (v,u) ∈ EG}. In case succG(v) = v1, . . . ,vk, the node v j is called the jth successor
of v for every j ∈ {1, . . . ,k}. In particular, succG(v) is empty if labG(v) is not defined.
A list 〈v1,m1, . . . ,vk−1,mk−1,vk〉 consisting of nodes v1, . . . ,vm of a term graph G and naturals m1, . . . ,
mk−1 is called a path from v1 to vk of length k if v j+1 is the mthj successor of v j for each j ∈ {1, . . . ,k−1}.
In case k = 0, the list 〈v〉 consisting of a single node v is a trivial path of length 0. A labeled graph
(G, labG,succG) is closed if the labeling function labG is total.
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Definition 2 (Term graphs, sub-term graphs, basic term graphs, depths of term graphs and maximal
sharing). A quadruple (G, labG,succG, rootG) is a term graph if (G, labG,succG) is a labeled graph and
rootG is the root of G, i.e., a unique node in VG from which every node is reachable. We write T G (F )
to denote the set of term graphs over a signature F . For a labeled graph G = (G,succG, labG) and a node
v ∈VG, G↾v denotes the sub-term graph of G rooted at v. We write H ⊑G to express that H is a sub-term
graph of G and ❁ for the proper relation. A term graph G ∈ T G (F ) is called basic if labG(rootG) ∈D
and G↾v ∈ T G (C ) for every successor node v of rootG. For a term graph G, the length of the longest
path(s) from rootG the depth of G, denoted as dpth(G).
Undefined nodes in a term graph G are intended to behave as free variables in a natural term rep-
resentation of G. Let termG be an injective mapping from undefined nodes in G to a (possibly infinite)
set V of variables. The mapping termG is canonically extended to a term representation (over F ∪V )
of sub-term graphs of G as termG(G↾v) = termG(v) ∈ V in case labG(v) is not defined, and otherwise
termG(G↾v) = labG(v)(termG(G↾v1), . . . ,termG(G↾vk)) where succG(v) = v1, . . . ,vk. A term graph G is
maximally shared if, for any two nodes u,v ∈ VG, termG(G↾u) = termG(G↾v) implies u = v (under an
arbitrary choice of such a mapping termG).
Definition 3 (Homomorphisms, redexes, graph rewrite rules and constructor graph rewrite rules). Given
two labeled graphs G and H , a homomorphism from G to H is a mapping ϕ : VG → VH such that
labH(ϕ(v)) = labG(v) for each v ∈ dom(labG) ⊆ VG and that, for each v ∈ dom(labG), if succG(v) =
v1, . . . ,vk, then succH(ϕ(v)) = ϕ(v1), . . . ,ϕ(vk). By definition, these conditions are not required for a
node v ∈VG for which labG(v) is not defined. A homomorphism ϕ from a term graph G to another term
graph H is a homomorphism ϕ : (G, labG,succG)→ (H, labH ,succH) such that rootH = ϕ(rootG).
A graph rewrite rule is a triple ρ = (G, l,r) of a labeled graph G and two distinct nodes l and r
respectively called the left and right root. The term rewrite rule g(x,y)→ c(y,y) is expressed by a graph
rewrite rule (1) and h(x,y,z,w)→ c(z,w) by (2) below.
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In the examples, the left root is written in a circle while the right root is in a square, and undefined nodes
are indicated as ⊥. As in the usual term rewriting setting, we assume that every undefined node occurring
in G↾r occurs in G↾l as well.
A redex in a term graph G is a pair (R,ϕ) of a rewrite rule R = (H, l,r) and a homomorphism
ϕ : H ↾l → G. A set G of graph rewrite rules is called a graph rewrite system (GRS for short). A
graph rewrite rule (G, l,r) is called a constructor one if G↾l is a basic term graph. A GRS G is called
a constructor one if G consists only of constructor rewrite rules. The rewrite relation in a GRS G is
defined by the build, redirection and garbage collection phase, denoted as →G (See, e.g., [10]). In case
that G−→
G
H is induced by a redex ((K, l,r),ϕ), one can find a homomorphism ψ : K↾r →H compatible
with ϕ such that G results in H by replacing the sub-term graph G↾ϕ(l) of G with H↾ψ(r). A formal
definition can be found in [5]. The m-fold iteration of −→
G
is denoted as −→m
G
and the reflective and
transitive closure as −→∗
G
. A rewriting G −→
G
H induced by a redex ((K0, l0,r0),ϕ0) is innermost if there
is no redex ((K, l,r),ϕ) such that G↾ϕ(l) is a proper sub-term graph of G↾ϕ0(l0). The innermost rewrite
relation in G is denoted as i−→
G
, and i−→m
G
,
i−→∗
G
are defined accordingly.
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3 Unfolding graph rewrite rules for general safe recursion
To make the purpose of the present work precise, in this section we restate the main result in [10], formu-
lating the general safe recursive functions. Let C be a set of constructors and m 7→ cm (1≤m≤ |C |) be an
enumeration for C . We assume that C contains at least one constant. We call a function f : T (C )k+l →
T (C ) general safe recursive if, under a suitable argument separation f (x1, . . . ,xk ;y1, . . . ,yl), f can be
defined from the initial functions by operating the schemata specified as follows.
• Ok,lj (x1, . . . ,xk ;y1, . . . ,yl) = c j if c j is a constant. (Constants)
• C j(;x1, . . . ,xarity(c j)) = c j(x1, . . . ,xarity(c j)) if arity(c j) 6= 0. (Constructors)
• Ik,lj (x1, . . . ,xk ;xk+1, . . . ,xk+l) = x j (1 ≤ j ≤ k+ l). (Projections)
• Pi,0( ;ci) = ci (arity(ci) = 0), Pi, j( ;ci(x1, . . . ,xarity(ci))) = x j (1 ≤ j ≤ arity(ci)). (Predecessors)
• C( ;c j(x1, . . . ,xarity(c j)),y1, . . . ,y|C |) = y j. (Conditional)
• f (x1, . . . ,xk ;y1, . . . ,yl) = h(x j1 , . . . ,x jm ;g1(~x ;~y), . . . ,gn(~x ;~y)) ({ j1, . . . , jm} ⊆ {1, . . . ,k}),
where h has m normal and n safe argument positions. (Safe composition)
• f (c j(x1, . . . ,xarity(c j)),~y ;~z) = h j(~x,~y ;~z, f (x1,~y ;~z), . . . , f (xarity(c j),~y ;~z)) ( j ∈ I).
If c j is a constant, the schema of denotes f (c j,~y ;~z) = h j(~y ;~z). (General safe recursion)
In [10] a GRS G is called polytime presentable if there exists a deterministic polytime algorithm
which, given a term graph G, returns a term graph H such that G i−→
G
H if such a term graph exists, or
the value false if otherwise. In addition, a GRS G is polynomially bounded if there exists a polynomial
p : N→ N such that max{m, |H|} ≤ p(|G|) holds whenever G i−→m
G
H holds.
Theorem 1 (Dal Lago, Martini and Zorzi [10]). Every general safe recursive function can be computed
by a polytime presentable and polynomially bounded constructor GRS.
Remark 1. The schema (General Safe Recursion) is formulated based on safe recursion (on notation)
following [6] whereas the schema of general ramified recurrence formulated in [10] is based on ramified
recurrence following [13]. Due to the difference, the definition of general safe recursive functions above
is slightly different from the original definition of tiered recursive functions in [10]. Notably, the schema
(Safe composition) is a weaker form of the original one in [6], which was introduced in [12]. It is not
clear whether there is a precise correspondence between general safe recursive functions in the current
formulation and tiered recursive functions. However, it is known that the polytime functions (over binary
words) can be covered with the weak form of safe composition, which means that the restriction of the
general safe recursive functions to unary constructors still covers all the polytime functions.
Theorem 1 is shown by induction over a general safe recursive function f . The case that f is defined
by (General Safe Recursion) is witnessed by an infinite set of unfolding graph rewrite rules.
Definition 4 (Unfolding graph rewrite rules). Let Σ and Θ be two disjoint signatures in a bijective corre-
spondence by ϕ : Σ→Θ. For a fixed k ∈N, suppose that arity(ϕ(g)) = 2arity(g)+ k for each g ∈ Σ. Let
f 6∈ Σ∪Θ and arity( f ) = 1+ k. Given a natural m ≥ 1, the mth set of unfolding graph rewrite rule over
Σ and Θ defining f consists of graph rewrite rules of the form (G, l,r) where G = (VG,EG,succG, labG)
is a labeled graph over a signature F ⊇ Σ∪Θ that fulfills the following conditions.
1. The set VG of vertices consists of 1+2m+ k elements y, v1, . . . ,vm, w1, . . . , wm, x1, . . . ,xk.
2. l = y and r = w1.
3. labG(y) = f and succG(y) = v1,x1, . . . ,xk.
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Figure 1: Examples of unfolding graph rewrite rules
4. labG(x j) is not defined for all j ∈ {1, . . . ,k}.
5. For each j ∈ {1, . . . ,m}, succG(v j) ∈ {v1, . . . ,vm}∗. Moreover, VG↾v1 = {v1, . . . ,vm}.
6. For each j ∈ {1, . . . ,m}, labG(v j) ∈ Σ and labG(w j) = ϕ(labG(v j)).
7. For each j ∈ {1, . . . ,m}, succG(w j) = v j1 , . . . ,v jn ,x1, . . . ,xk,w j1 , . . . ,w jn if succG(v j) = v j1 , . . . ,v jn .
Example 1. Let Σ = {0,s}, Θ = {g,h}, ϕ : Σ → Θ be a bijection defined as 0 7→ g and s 7→ h, and
f 6∈ Σ∪Θ, where the arities of 0,s,g,h, f are respectively 0, 1, 1, 3 and 2. Namely we consider the case
k = 1. The standard equations f(0,x)→ g(x), f(s(y),x) → h(y,x, f(y,x)) of primitive recursion can be
expressed by the infinite GRS
⋃
m≥1 Gm, where Gm is the mth set of unfolding graph rewrite rules over
F = Σ∪Θ∪{f} defining f. In this case, for each m≥ 1, Gm consists of a single rule. For example, in case
i = 1,2,3, Gi consists of the rewrite rule (i) pictured in Figure 1. As seen from the pictures, the unfolding
graph rewrite rules in Figure 1 express the infinite instances f(0,x) → g(x), f(s(0),x) → h(0,x,g(x)),
f(s(s(0)),x)→ h(s(0),x,h(0,x,g(x))), ..., representing terms as suitably shared term graphs.
To keep every term graph compatible with the associated argument separation, in [10], for any redex
(R,ϕ), the homomorphism ϕ is limited to an injective one. In this paper, instead of assuming injectivity
of homomorphisms, we rather indicate argument separations explicitly.
Definition 5 (Term graphs with argument separation). In accordance with the idea of safe recursion,
we assume that the argument positions of every function symbol are separated into the normal and
safe ones, writing f (x1, . . . ,xk ;xk+1, . . . ,xk+l) to denote k normal arguments and l safe ones. We al-
ways assume that every constructor symbol in C has safe argument positions only. The argument
separations of function symbols are taken into account in labeled graphs in such a way that for ev-
ery successor u of a node v we write u ∈ nrm(v) if u is connected to a normal argument position
of labG(v), and u ∈ safe(v) if otherwise. For two distinct nodes v0 and v1, if labG(v0) = labG(v1),
then, for any j ∈ {1, . . . ,arity(labG(v0))}, u0 ∈ nrm(v0)⇔ u1 ∈ nrm(v1) for the jth successor ui of vi
(i = 0,1). Notationally, we write succG(v) = v1, . . . ,vk ;vk+1, . . . ,vk+l to express the separation such that
v1, . . . ,vk ∈ nrm(v) and vk+1, . . . ,vk+l ∈ safe(v). We assume that any homomorphism ϕ : G → H pre-
serves argument separations. Namely, for each v ∈ dom(labG), if succG(v) = v1, . . . ,vk; vk+1, . . . ,vk+l ,
then succH(ϕ(v)) = ϕ(v1), . . . ,ϕ(vk); ϕ(vk+1), . . . ,ϕ(vk+l).
Let us recall the idea of safe recursion that the number of recursive calls is measured only by a normal
argument and recursion terms can be substituted only for safe arguments. This motivates us to introduce
the following safe version of unfolding graph rewrite rules.
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Figure 2: Example of a safe recursive unfolding graph rewrite rule
Definition 6 (Safe recursive unfolding graph rewrite rules). We call an unfolding graph rewrite rule safe
recursive if the following constraints imposed on the clause 3 and 7 in Definition 4 are satisfied.
1. In the clause 3, v1 ∈ nrm(y), and in the clause 7, v j1 , . . . ,v jn ∈ nrm(w j) and w j1 , . . . ,w jn ∈ safe(w j).
2. In the clause 3 and 7, for each j ∈ {1, . . . ,k}, x j ∈ nrm(y) if and only if x j ∈ nrm(wi) for all
i ∈ {1, . . . ,m}.
As a consequence of Definition 6, we have a basic property of safe recursive unfolding graph rewrite
rules, which ensures that rewriting by any unfolding graph rewrite rule does not change the structures of
subgraphs in normal argument positions.
Corollary 1. Let (G,y,w1) be a safe recursive unfolding graph rewrite rule with the set VG of vertices
consisting of 1+2m+k+ l elements y, v1, . . . ,vm, w1, . . . ,wm, x1, . . . ,xk+l specified as in Definition 4 and
6, where succG(y) = v1,x1, . . . ,xk ;xk+1, . . . ,xk+l . Then G↾u❁nrm G↾y holds for any j ∈ {1, . . . ,m} and
for any node u ∈ nrm(w j).
Corollary 1 follows from an observation that, for any j ∈ {1, . . . ,m} and for any node u ∈ nrm(w j),
either u ∈ dom(labG) and u = vi for some i ∈ {1, . . . ,m}, or u 6∈ dom(labG) and u = xi for some i ∈
{1, . . . ,k}. This is exemplified by a safe recursive (constructor) unfolding graph rewrite rule in Figure
2 in case m = 2 and l = k = 1 that expresses the term rewrite rule f(s( ;0),x ; y)→ h(0,x ; y,g(x ; y)). To
make a contrast, every edge v // u is expressed as v //❴❴❴ u if u ∈ safe(v) and labG(v) ∈D and as
v // u if labG(v) ∈ C .
4 Precedence termination with argument separation
Every unfolding graph rewrite rule is precedence terminating in the sense of [16]. In this section we pro-
pose a restriction of the standard precedence termination orders, precedence termination with argument
separation. To show the polynomial runtime complexity of those GRSs, we also introduce a non-standard
number-theoretic interpretation of GRSs precedence terminating with argument separation.
Let F = C ∪D be a signature. A precedence < is a well founded partial binary relation on F . The
rank rk : F → N is defined to be compatible with <: rk(g) < rk( f )⇔ g < f . We always assume that
every constructor symbol is <-minimal.
Definition 7 (A restrictive sub-term graph relation ❁nrm and precedence termination with argument
separation). Let < be a precedence on a signature F and G,H ∈ T G (F ). We write H ❁nrm G if
H ⊑G↾v holds for some node v∈ nrm(rootG). The relation H <pt+nrm G holds if labH(v)< labG(rootG)
for any v ∈VH whenever labH(v) is defined, and additionally one of the following two cases holds.
1. H 6pt+nrm G↾u for some successor node u of rootG.
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2. labH(rootH) is defined, i.e. labH(rootH)< labG(rootG),
• H ❁nrm G for each v ∈ nrm(rootH), and
• H↾v <pt+nrm G for each v ∈ safe(rootH).
We say that a GRS G over a signature F is precedence terminating with argument separation if for some
separation of argument positions and for some precedence < on F , G↾r <pt+nrm G↾l holds for each rule
(G, l,r) ∈ G for the relation <pt+nrm induced by the precedence <.
Let us recall we always assume that every constructor is minimal in any precedence. By the mini-
mality, for any constructor rewrite rule (G, l,r) ∈ G , if G↾r <pt+nrm G↾l holds by Case 1 of Definition 7,
G↾r ⊑ G↾v holds for some successor node v of l.
Definition 8 (Safe paths and a class T G nrm(F ) of terms).
1. A path 〈v1,m1, . . . ,vk−1,mk−1,vk〉 in a term graph G is called a safe one if v j+1 ∈ safe(v j) for all j∈
{1, . . . ,k−1}. Notationally, for a term graph G and two nodes u,v∈VG, we write u∈ safepathG(v)
if u lies on a safe path from v in G. We will also use the notation safepathG(v) to denote the set of
such nodes u. The relation u ∈ safepathG(rootG) will be simply written as u ∈ safepathG.
2. Given a signature F =C ∪D , we define a subset T G nrm(F )⊆T G (F ). It holds G∈T G nrm(F )
if G ∈ T G (C ), or G↾v ∈ T G (C ) for each v ∈ nrm(rootG) and G↾v ∈ T G nrm(F ) for each
v ∈ safe(rootG).
By definition, the root rootG of G lies on the trivial safe path from rootG in G. In the graph rewrite
rule (G, l,r) in Figure 2, visually every safe path consists only of dashed edges · //❴❴❴ · . Thus, for
non-trivial examples, the right bottom ⊥ lies on a safe path from l, and both the same ⊥ and g lie on
a safe path from r. The definition of the class T G nrm(F ) yields G ∈ T G nrm(F ) for any basic term
graph G ∈ T G (F ).
Lemma 1. Let G be a constructor GRS over a signature F and G ∈ T G nrm(F ).
1. Let (H, l,r) ∈ G be a rewrite rule and ϕ : H↾l → G a homomorphism. Then any path from rootG
to ϕ(l) is a safe path.
2. Suppose additionally that G is precedence terminating with argument separation. If G−→
G
H, then
H ∈T G nrm(F ).
Proof. PROPERTY 1. We show the property by contradiction. Assume that there exists a path from
rootG to ϕ(l) that is not safe. Then the path passes a normal argument position of an intermediate node
v. Since constructors have only safe argument positions, labG(v) must be a defined symbol. Hence
G↾ϕ(l) ∈ T G (C ) by the definition of the class T G nrm(F ). But labG(ϕ(l)) = labH(l) ∈ D since G is
a constructor GRS, contradicting G↾ϕ(l) ∈ T G (C ).
PROPERTY 2. Suppose that G results in H by applying a redex (R,ϕ) for a rule R = (K, l,r) ∈ G .
Since any path from rootG to ϕ(l) is a safe one by Property 1, it suffices to show that H↾rH ∈T G nrm(F )
for the node rH ∈ H corresponding to r ∈ VK . We show that H ↾rH ∈ T G nrm(F ) holds by induction
according to the definition of the relation <pt+nrm.
CASE. K↾r 6pt+nrm K↾u for some successor node u of l: In this case, since G is a constructor GRS,
K↾r is a sub-term graph of K↾l as noted after Definition 7. Hence H↾rH ∈T G nrm(F ) follows from the
assumption G↾ϕ(u) ∈ T G nrm(F ).
CASE. Otherwise: For each v ∈ nrm(r), K↾r is a sub-term graph of K↾u for some u ∈ nrm(l). By
assumption, G↾ϕ(u) ∈ T G (C ) for each u ∈ nrm(l), and hence H ↾v ∈ T G (C ) also holds for each
v ∈ nrm(rH). On the other hand, K↾v <pt+nrm K↾l for each v ∈ safe(r). The induction hypothesis yields
H↾v ∈T G nrm(F ) for each v ∈ safe(rH). These allow us to conclude H↾rH ∈ T G nrm(F ).
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For a finite set N = {mi ∈ N | i ∈ I}, let ∑N denote the natural ∑i∈I mi with the convention ∑ /0 = 0.
Definition 9 (Number-theoretic interpretation of term graphs). Let G ∈ T G nrm(F ) be a closed term
graph over a finite signature F = C ∪D , f = labG(rootG), and < be a precedence on F . Then, given a
positive natural ℓ, we define an interpretation Iℓ : T G nrm(F )→ N by
Iℓ(G) = ∑
{
(1+ ℓ)2·rk( f ) ·
(
1+∑u∈nrm(v) dpth(G↾u)
)
| v ∈ safepathG and G↾v 6∈ T G (C )
}
.
By definition, Iℓ(G) = 0 if G∈T G (C ). We write Jℓ(G↾v) to abbreviate the component (1+ℓ)2·rk( f ) ·(
1+∑u∈nrm(v) dpth(G↾u)
)
.
Lemma 2 (Main lemma). Let (G, l,r) be a constructor rewrite rule such that G↾r <pt+nrm G↾l holds for
the relation <pt+nrm induced by a precedence < on a finite signature F . Also let GL,GR ∈T G nrm(F )
respectively denote closed instances of G↾l and G↾r. If |G↾r| ≤ ℓ, then Iℓ(GR) < Iℓ(GL) holds for the
interpretation Iℓ induced by the precedence <.
Proof. We estimate an upper bound for Iℓ(GR) = ∑{Jℓ(G↾v) | v ∈ safepathGR and G↾v 6∈ T G (C )} di-
viding the domain {v ∈VGR | safepathGR and G↾v 6∈T G (C )} into two parts. Let Vl ⊆VGL denote the set
of labeled nodes that already occur in G↾l. More precisely, if GL is the result of instantiation by a homo-
morphism ϕ from G↾l to an underlying term graph, Vl = {v ∈VGL | ∃u∈VG↾l∩dom(labG) s.t. v = ϕ(u)}.
In other words, VGL \Vl is the set of nodes that are newly added by the instantiation. Let Vr denote the
corresponding subset of VGR . Since every undefined node in G↾r occurs in G↾l as a general assumption,
VGR \Vr ⊆VGL \Vl holds. Write f to denote labG(l).
Claim 1. Jℓ(GR↾v)≤ (1+ℓ)2·rk( f )−1 ·
(
1+∑u∈nrm(rootGL ) dpth(GL↾u)
)
holds for any v∈ safepathGR∩Vr.
Write g to denote labGR(v), which is defined by definition of Vr. By the assumption G↾r <pt+nrm G↾l,
g < f for the given precedence <, and hence rk(g)< rk( f ) holds. By Definition 7, for each v′ ∈ nrm(v),
GR↾v′ is a sub-term graph of GL↾u for some u∈ nrm(rootGL). Hence, for each v′ ∈ nrm(v), dpth(GR↾v′)≤
∑u∈nrm(rootGL ) dpth(GL↾u), i.e., 1+∑u∈nrm(v) dpth(GR↾u)≤ 1+arity(g) ·
(
∑u∈nrm(rootGL ) dpth(GL↾u)
)
≤
(1+ℓ) ·
(
1+∑u∈nrm(rootGL ) dpth(GL↾u)
)
. Letting v∈ safepathGR ∩Vr, this allow us to reason as follows.
Jℓ(GR↾v) ≤ (1+ ℓ)2·rk( f )−2 ·
(
1+∑u∈nrm(v) dpth(GR↾u)
)
(since rk(g)≤ rk( f )−1)
≤ (1+ ℓ)2·rk( f )−1 ·
(
1+∑u∈nrm(rootGL ) dpth(GL↾u)
)
Since |safepathGR ∩Vr| ≤ |G↾r| ≤ ℓ, Claim 1 allows us to reason as follows.
∑
{
Jℓ(GR↾v) | v ∈ safepathGR ∩Vr and GR↾v 6∈ T G (C )
}
≤ ℓ · (1+ ℓ)2·rk( f )−1 ·
(
1+∑u∈nrm(rootGL ) dpth(GL↾u)
)
(by Claim 1)
< (1+ ℓ)2·rk( f ) ·
(
1+∑u∈nrm(rootGL ) dpth(GL↾u)
)
= Jℓ(GL) (1)
Claim 2. If v ∈ safepathGR \Vr and GR↾v 6∈ T G (C ), then v ∈ safepathGL \Vl and GL↾v 6∈T G (C ).
Suppose v ∈ safepathGR \Vr and, GR↾v 6∈ T G (C ). Then GL↾v 6∈ T G (C ) since GR↾v ⊑ GL↾v holds
as mentioned above. We show v∈ safepathGL \Vl by contradiction. So assume v 6∈ safepathGL \Vl. Then,
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since GL ∈ T G nrm(F ), GL↾v ∈ T G (C ) holds as observed in the proof of Lemma 1.1. Claim 2 allows
us to reason as follows.
∑
{
Jℓ(GR↾v) | v ∈ safepathGR \Vr and GR↾v 6∈T G (C )
}
≤ ∑
{
Jℓ(GL↾v) | v ∈ safepathGL \Vl and GL↾v 6∈ T G (C )
}
(by Claim 2)
≤ ∑
{
Jℓ(GL↾v) | v ∈ safepathGL \{rootGL} and GL↾v 6∈ T G (C )
} (2)
Combining the inequalities (1) and (2), we conclude Iℓ(GR)< Iℓ(GL).
The next lemma states that the normal part of a starting basic term graph does not change under
precedence termination with argument separation.
Lemma 3. Let G be a constructor GRS over a signature F that is precedence-terminating with argument
separation and G0 ∈ T G (F ) a closed basic term graph. If G0 −→∗G G, then G↾u❁nrm G0 holds for any
nodes v ∈ safepathG and u ∈ nrm(v).
Proof. Suppose G0 −→nG G. We show the assertion by induction on n≥ 0. In the base case n = 0, G = G0
and nrm(v) = /0 for any v ∈ safepathG \{rootG} since G0 is basic. Hence the assertion trivially holds.
For the induction step, suppose that G0 −→nG G holds and that G −→G H is induced by a redex (R,ϕ)
in H for a rewrite rule R = (K, l,r) ∈ G and a homomorphism ϕ : K↾l → G. Then G,H ∈ T G nrm(F )
by Lemma 1.2. First let us consider the case ϕ(l) = rootG. By induction hypothesis, it suffices to
show that for any nodes vH ∈ safepathH and uH ∈ nrm(vH) there exists a node vG ∈ safepathG such that
H↾uH ❁nrm G↾vG holds. Let vH ∈ safepathH and uH ∈ nrm(vH).
CASE. K↾r 6pt+nrm K↾u for some successor node u of l: Since G is a constructor GRS, K↾r ⊑ K↾u,
and hence H ⊑ G holds. If vH ∈ safepathG, then we can let vG = vH . If vH 6∈ safepathG, then any
path from rootG to vH passes an normal argument position of a node vG ∈ safepathG. This means
H↾vH ❁nrm G↾vG, and thus H↾uG ❁nrm G↾vG.
CASE. Otherwise: If v ∈ VG \{ϕ(u) | u ∈ VG↾l}, then, as in the previous case, one can find a node
vG ∈ safepathG such that H↾vH ❁nrm G↾vG. Thus we assume that vH is mapped from VK↾r by ϕ . Then
K↾r <pt+nrm K↾l yields H↾vH <pt+nrm G. By the definition of the relation <pt+nrm, H↾uH ❁nrm G↾ϕ(l)
holds. Since ϕ(l) ∈ safepathG by Lemma 1.1, we can let vG = ϕ(l).
Now consider the case ϕ(l) 6= rootH . Let rH ∈ H denote the node corresponding to r ∈ K. Let us
consider the subcase vH ∈VH↾rH . In this subcase, since vH ∈ safepathH(rH), as in the case ϕ(l) = rootG,
there exists a node vG ∈ safepathG such that H↾uH ❁nrm G ↾ vG holds. Since ϕ(l)∈ safepathG by Lemma
1.1, the induction hypothesis yields H↾uG ❁nrm G0. Consider the subcase vH 6∈ VH↾rH . In this subcase,
vH ∈ safepathG. As in the previous subcase, VH↾uH ∩VH↾rH ⊆ VG↾uH ∩VG↾ϕ(l) holds. On the other side
VH↾uH \VH↾rH ⊆VG↾uH \VG↾ϕ(l) holds. Combining the two inclusions, we reason as
VH↾uH = (VH↾uH ∩VH↾rH )∪ (VH↾uH \VH↾rH )⊆
(
VG↾uH ∩VG↾ϕ(l)
)
∪
(
VG↾uH \VG↾ϕ(l)
)
⊆VG↾uH .
This implies H↾uH ⊑ G↾uH . Since vH ∈ safepathG and uH ∈ nrm(vH), the induction hypothesis yields
G↾uH ❁nrm G0, and thus H ↾ uH ❁nrm G0.
To express that a term graph G is maximally shared with respect to normal argument positions of
the root rootG, we define a term graph G∩nrm consisting only of sub-term graphs connecting to normal
argument positions of rootG. If G represents a term f (t1, . . . , tk ; tk+1, . . . , tk+l), then G∩ nrm represents
the term f (t1, . . . , tk ;x1, . . . ,xl) with l fresh variables x1, . . . ,xl .
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Definition 10. Let G ∈ T G (F ) be a term graph with succG(rootG) = v1, . . . ,vk ;vk+1, . . . ,vk+l . If
labG(v) is not defined for any v ∈ safe(rootG), then G∩ nrm simply denotes G. Otherwise, G∩ nrm
is defined from l distinct nodes u1, . . . ,ul not contained in VG as follows.
VG∩nrm = {rootG}∪
(⋃
v∈nrm(rootG)VG↾v
)
∪{u1, . . . ,ul}
EG∩nrm =
{
(u,v) ∈ EG | u,v ∈ {rootG}∪
(⋃
v∈nrm(rootG)VG↾v
)}
∪{(rootG,u j) | j = 1, . . . , l}
labG∩nrm(v) =
{
labG(v) if v ∈VG,
not defined otherwise.
rootG∩nrm = rootG
By definition, succG∩nrm(rootG∩nrm) = v1, . . . ,vk ;u1, . . . ,ul . A choice of nodes u1, . . . ,ul is not important
and hence will be always omitted in later discussions.
Since an underlying signature F = C ∪D is finite, for any (infinite) constructor GRS G over F ,
the defined symbols D can be partitioned into two sets Dinf and Dfin so that every symbol f ∈ Dinf
is defined by an infinite number of rules whereas every symbol f ∈ Dfin is defined by a finite number
of rules. Accordingly, we define a partition of every constructor GRS G into two sets Ginf and Gfin by
Ginf = {(G, l,r) ∈ G | labG(l) ∈Dinf} and Gfin = {(G, l,r) ∈ G | labG(l) ∈Dfin}.
Theorem 2. Let G be a constructor GRS over a finite signature F that is precedence terminating
with argument separation and let max({arity( f ) | f ∈F}∪{|K↾r| | ∃l (K, l,r) ∈ Gfin}) ≤ d. Suppose
that, for any rule (K, l,r) ∈ Ginf , (i) (K ↾ l)∩ nrm is maximally shared, (ii) K ↾v is closed for every
v ∈ nrm(l)∩ dom(labK), (iii) |{v ∈ nrm(l) | v 6∈ dom(labK)}∪ (
⋃
v∈safe(l)VK↾v)| ≤ d, and (iv) |K↾r| ≤
|K↾l|+ |
⋃
v∈nrm(r)VK↾v|. Then, for any closed basic term graph G0 ∈ T G (F ), if G0 −→∗G G, G −→G H
and 2 · (|
⋃
v∈nrm(rootG0 )
VG0↾v|+d)≤ ℓ, then Iℓ(H)< Iℓ(G) holds.
We write (VG)nrm to abbreviate the set
⋃
u∈nrm(rootG)VG↾u. The conditions (i) and (ii) ensure that one
step of rewriting can only reduce a constant number of nodes in (VK↾l)nrm by sharing. The condition
(iii) ensures the same for nodes in VK↾l \ (VK↾l)nrm. Since the condition (iv) implies |K↾r| ≤ 2 · |K↾l|, the
condition expresses that not only K↾l but K↾r is also suitably shared.
Proof. Given a closed basic term graph G0 ∈ T G (F ), suppose that G0 −→∗G G and that G −→G H is
induced by a redex (R,ϕ) in G for a rule R = (K, l,r) and a homomorphism ϕ : K ↾ l → G. Then
G,H ∈ T G nrm(F ) holds by Lemma 1.2. Let 2 ·
(
|(VG0)nrm|+d
)
≤ ℓ. We show that |K ↾r| ≤ 2 ·(
|(VG↾ϕ(l))nrm|+d
)
holds. In case (K, l,r) ∈ Gfin, |K↾r| ≤ d holds by assumption. In case (K, l,r) ∈ Ginf
we deduce the following two inequalities.
|K↾l| ≤ |(VG↾ϕ(l))nrm|+d (3)
|(VK↾r)nrm| ≤ |(VG↾ϕ(l))nrm|+d (4)
The homomorphism ϕ is injective over (VK↾l)nrm∩dom(labK) by maximal sharing of (K↾l)∩nrm. Hence
|K↾l| ≤ |(VG↾ϕ(l))nrm|+d holds by the assumptions (ii) and (iii).
We deduce the inequality (4) by case analysis. In case that K↾r 6pt+nrm K↾u for some successor
node u of l, K↾r ∈ T G (C ), and hence |(VK↾r)nrm|= | /0| = 0 since constructors only have safe argument
positions. Otherwise, for every v ∈ nrm(r), K↾v is a sub-term graph of K↾u for some u ∈ nrm(l). Thus
|(VK↾r)nrm| ≤ |(VK↾l)nrm| holds, and hence the inequality (4) follows from |(VK↾l)nrm| ≤ |(VG↾ϕ(l))nrm|+d.
Combining the assumption (iv) with the inequalities (3) and (4) yields |K↾r| ≤ 2·
(
|(VG↾ϕ(l))nrm|+d
)
.
On the other hand, since ϕ(l) ∈ safepathG by Lemma 1.1, Lemma 3 yields |(VG↾ϕ(l))nrm| ≤ |(VG0)nrm|.
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Therefore |K↾r| ≤ 2 ·
(
|(VG0)nrm|+d
)
≤ ℓ holds. Now, letting rH ∈VH denote the node corresponding to
r ∈VK , we deduce Iℓ(H)< Iℓ(G) as follows.
Iℓ(H)
= Iℓ(H↾rH)+∑{Jℓ(H↾v) | v ∈ safepathH \ safepathH(rH) and H↾v 6∈ T G (C )}
< Iℓ(G↾ϕ(l))+∑{Jℓ(H↾v) | v ∈ safepathH \ safepathH(rH) and H↾v 6∈ T G (C )} (by Lemma 2)
≤ Iℓ(G↾ϕ(l))+∑{Jℓ(G↾v) | v ∈ safepathG \ safepathG(ϕ(l)) and H↾v 6∈ T G (C )}= Iℓ(G)
The second inequality follows from safepathH \ safepathH(rH)⊆ safepathG \ safepathG(ϕ(l)).
Lemma 4. Let G be a constructor GRS over a finite signature F that is precedence-terminating with
argument separation and let max({arity( f ) | f ∈F}∪{|G↾r| | ∃l (G, l,r) ∈ Gfin}) ≤ d. Suppose the
assumptions (i)–(iv) in Theorem 2 are fulfilled. Then, for any closed basic term graph G0 ∈ T G (F ), if
G0 −→nG G, then |G| ≤ |G0|+n ·
(
|
⋃
v∈nrm(rootG0 )
VG0↾v|+2d
)
holds.
Proof. By induction on n. In the base case n = 0, G = G0 and hence the assertion trivially holds. For
the induction step, suppose that G0 −→nG G holds and that G −→G H is induced by a redex (R,ϕ) in G
for a rule R = (K, l,r) ∈ G and a homomorphism ϕ : K↾l → G. In case R ∈ Gfin, |H| ≤ |G|+ d by the
choice of the constant d. Suppose R ∈ Ginf . As in the proof of Theorem 2, the homomorphism ϕ is
injective over (VK↾l)nrm∩dom(labK) by maximal sharing of (K↾l)∩nrm. Thus, by the assumptions (ii)
and (iii), at most d nodes in VK↾l can be shared by the homomorphism ϕ . These observations imply
|H| ≤ |G|+ |H↾rH |− |G↾ϕ(l)| ≤ |G|+ |K↾r|+d−|K↾l| for the node rH ∈VH corresponding to r ∈VK .
Therefore |H| ≤ |G|+ |(VK↾l)nrm|+ d holds by the assumption (iv) |K↾r| ≤ |K↾l|+ |(VK↾l)nrm|. For the
same reason as above |(VK↾l)nrm| ≤ |(VG↾ϕ(l))nrm|+ d holds, and thus |H| ≤ |G|+ |(VG↾ϕ(l))nrm|+ 2d
holds. On the other hand, since ϕ(l) ∈ safepathG by Lemma 1.1, |(VG↾ϕ(l))nrm| ≤ |(VG0↾rootG0 )nrm| holds
by Lemma 3. Therefore |H| ≤ |G|+ |(VG↾rootG0 )nrm|+ 2d holds. Combining this inequality with the
induction hypothesis |G| ≤ |G0|+ n ·
(
|(VG0↾rootG0 )nrm|+2d
)
allows us to conclude |H| ≤ |G0|+(n+
1) ·
(
|(VG0↾rootG0 )nrm|+2d
)
.
Corollary 2. Suppose that G is a constructor GRS over a finite signature F precedence-terminating with
argument separation that enjoys the assumptions (i)–(iv) in Theorem 2. Then there exists a polynomial p :
N→ N such that, for any closed basic term graph G0 ∈T G (F ) and for any term graph G ∈T G (F ),
if G0 −→mG G, then the following two conditions hold.
1. m≤ p
(
|
⋃
v∈nrm(rootG0 )
VG0↾v|
)
.
2. |G| ≤ p
(
|
⋃
v∈nrm(rootG0 )
VG0↾v|
)
+ |VG0 \
⋃
v∈nrm(rootG0 )
VG0↾v|.
Proof. We only show the existence of a witnessing polynomial q : N→ N for Property 1. The construc-
tion of a polynomial p witnessing both Property 1 and 2 will be clear from the polynomial q and Lemma
4. Given a GRS G over a finite signature F , let max{arity( f ) | f ∈F} ≤ d. In addition, given a closed
basic term graph G0 ∈ T G (F ), let 2 ·
(
|(VG0↾rootG0 )nrm|+d
)
≤ ℓ. Suppose that G0 −→mG G holds for
some term graph G ∈ T G (F ). By Theorem 2, m can be bounded by Iℓ(G0). Since G0↾v ∈ T G (C )
for any node v ∈ safepathG0 \{rootG0}, Iℓ(G0) = Jℓ(G0) holds. Now let q denote a polynomial such that
(2x+2d+1)2·max{rk( f )| f∈F} ·(1+dx)≤ q(x). Since ∑v∈nrm(rootG0 ) dpth(G0↾v)≤ d · |(VG0↾rootG0 )nrm|, the
inequality 2 ·
(
|(VG0↾rootG0 )nrm|+d
)
≤ ℓ allows us to conclude m≤ Iℓ(G0)≤ q
(
|(VG0↾rootG0 )nrm|
)
.
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Remark 2. The assumption (iv) in Theorem 2 can be relaxed as |K↾r| ≤ |K↾l|+ p((VK↾l)nrm) for some
polynomial p if ℓ is sufficiently large so that a certain polynomial in |(VG0)nrm| determined by p can be
bounded by ℓ. Since such a relaxed form of the condition (iv) likely holds under a suitable term rewriting
adoption of unfolding graph rewrite rules, it turns out that just unfolding a recursion schema seems not
crucial to deduce the polynomial complexity. But, more importantly, as implied from the assumption
(iii), the number of variables occurring in the right-hand side of every rule can be constantly bounded,
which clearly fails in any reasonable term rewriting formulation of unfolding rewrite rules.
The next lemma ensures that the assumption (i) in Theorem 2 is not too restrictive.
Lemma 5. Let G be a constructor GRS over a finite signature F precedence-terminating with argument
separation. For any maximally shared, closed basic term graph G0 ∈ T G (F ), if G0 −→∗G G, then (G↾
v)∩nrm is maximally shared for any v ∈ safepathG.
Proof. Let v ∈ safepathG and u0,u1 ∈VG↾v. Assume termG(G↾u0) = termG(G↾u1). By the definition of
the term graph (G↾v)∩nrm, it suffices to consider the case u0,u1 ∈ (VG↾v)nrm. In this case, by Lemma 3,
G↾u j ❁nrm G0 holds for each j = 0,1. This means that G↾u j = G0↾u j holds for each j = 0,1, and thus
termG0(G0↾u0) = termG0(G0↾u1) holds by the assumption. Maximal sharing of G0 implies u0 = u1.
As a consequence of Lemma 1.1 and Lemma 5, for any (completely defined) constructor GRS G
over a finite signature that is precedence terminating with argument separation, if there exists a constant
d such that the assumptions (i)–(iv) in Theorem 2 hold for any rule (K, l,r) ∈ Ginf , then any rewriting
sequence G0 −→G G1 −→G · · · starting with a maximally shared, closed basic term graph G0 leads to a
constructor term graph in normal form.
Theorem 3. Every general safe recursive function can be computed by a constructor GRS that prece-
dence terminating with an argument separation fulfilling the conditions (i)–(iv) in Theorem 2.
Proof. By induction over the definition of f . In the base case, every initial function can be defined by a
single constructor rewrite rule (G, l,r) in one of the following shapes 1 and 2.
1. G↾r = G↾v for some successor node v of l.
2. VG consists of 2+ k+ l+n elements u, v, x1, . . . ,xk+l , w1, . . . ,wn such that l = u, r = v,
• {labG(u), labG(v), labG(w1), . . . , labG(wn)} ⊆F ,
• labG(x j) is undefined for all j ∈ {1, . . . ,k+ l},
• succG(u) = x1, . . . ,xk ;xk+1, . . . ,xk+l ,
• succG(v) = x j1 , . . . ,x jm ;w1, . . . ,wn for some { j1, . . . , jm} ⊆ {1, . . . ,k}, and
• succG(w j) = x1, . . . ,xk ;xk+l , . . . ,xk+l for all j ∈ {1, . . . ,n}.
The graph rewrite rule (1) below is an instance of Case 2 with k = 2, l = 1 and n = 2, which expresses the
term rewrite rule f(x1,x2 ;x3)→ h(x1 ;g1(x1,x2 ;x3),g2(x1,x2 ;x3)). As in Figure 2, every edge v // u
is expressed as v //❴❴❴ u if u ∈ safe(v) and labG(v) ∈D .
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Every instance of (Constants) can be defined by a single graph rewrite rule as (2) above in a special
shape of Case 2, and each of (Projections), (Predecessors) and (Conditional) can be defined by a
single graph rewrite rule as (3) in the form of Case 1. The induction step splits into two cases. In case
that f is defined by (Safe composition), f is defined by a constructor graph rewrite rule in the form of
Case 2 together with the constructor GRSs obtained from induction hypothesis. In case that f is defined
by (General safe recursion), f is defined by an infinite set of constructor safe recursive unfolding graph
rewrite rules together with the constructor GRSs obtained from induction hypothesis. For instance,
suppose that f is defined by f (ε ;z) = g( ; z) and f (c( ;x,y) ; z) = h(x,y ; z, f (x ; z), f (y ; z)). By induction
hypothesis, g and h can be respectively computed by some constructor GRSs Gg and Gh defining the
corresponding function symbols g,h ∈ D . Let e,c ∈ C respectively correspond to ε ,c and f ∈ D to f
Also let Σ = {e,c} and Θ = {g,h} with a bijective correspondence e 7→ g,c 7→ h. Then, for each m ≥ 1,
one can define the mth set Gm of safe recursive unfolding graph rewrite rules over Σ∪Θ defining f. Since
Σ ⊆ C , Gm is a constructor GRS for every m ≥ 1. Since elements of
⋃
m≥1 Gm express f(e ; z)→ g( ; z),
f(c( ;e,e) ; z)→ h(e,e ; z,g( ; z),g( ; z)), . . ., f is computed by the infinite GRS Gg ∪Gh∪
(⋃
m≥1 Gm
)
.
The precedence < is defined so that, letting every constructor be <-minimal, for every rule (G, l,r),
labG(v)< labG(l) for any v ∈VG↾r whenever labG(v) is defined. Then g< f means that f is defined from
g for the functions f ,g respectively corresponding to f,g. Hence the well-foundedness of < follows
from the observation that the relation “is defined from” is well-founded by the definition of general safe
recursive functions. Precedence termination of so obtained GRSs is obvious.
Let <pt+nrm be the relation induced by the precedence <. By definition, the subset Ginf of G consists
of safe recursive unfolding graph rewrite rules whereas Gfin contains no unfolding graph rewrite rule.
It follows from the definition of safe recursive unfolding graph rewrite rules that G↾l <pt+nrm G↾r for
each (G, l,r) ∈ Ginf (See also Corollary 1). Consider a rewrite rule (G, l,r) ∈ Gfin. It is obvious that
G↾l <pt+nrm G↾r holds if (G, l,r) is an instance of Case 1. Suppose that VG consists of 2+ k+ l + n
elements l, r, x1, . . . ,xk+l , w1, . . . ,wn as specified in Case 2. Let v ∈ VG↾r = {r,x1, . . . ,xk+l ,w1, . . . ,wn}.
Consider the case that labG(v) is not defined, i.e., v ∈ {x1, . . . ,xk+l}. In this case, v is a successor
node of l. Namely G↾v = G↾u for some successor node u of l, and hence G↾l <pt+nrm G↾v holds.
Assume that labG(v) ∈ F . Then v ∈ {r,w1, . . . ,wn}. Since succG(w j) = x1, . . . ,xk ;xk+1, . . . ,xk+l for
every j ∈ {1, . . . ,n}, G↾l <pt+nrm G↾w j for every j ∈ {1, . . . ,n}. This yields G↾l <pt+nrm G↾v since
succG(v) = x j1 , . . . ,x jm ;w1, . . . ,wn for some { j1, . . . , jm} ⊆ {1, . . . ,k}. The conditions (ii)–(iv) follow
from the definition of unfolding graph rewrite rules. Choosing every rewrite rule (G, l,r) ∈ G so that
(G↾l)∩nrm is maximally shared allows one to conclude.
Corollary 3. For every general safe recursive function f , there exist a constructor GRS G that computes
f and a polynomial p : N → N such that, for any maximally shared, closed basic term graph G, if
G −→m
G
H, then m ≤ p(n) and |H| ≤ p(n)+ |G| hold, where n denotes the size |
⋃
v∈nrm(rootG)VG↾v| (of the
union) of the subgraphs connected to the normal argument positions of rootG only.
The corollary says that every general safe recursive function can be computed by a polynomially
bounded constructor GRS. Since such a witnessing GRS is polytime presentable in particular, Corollary
3 yields an alternative proof of Theorem 1.
5 Related works and further application
In this section we discuss two related works to see some potential applicability of the method presented
in the previous section and one more work to see a limit of the computational power of the method.
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In [15] a term rewrite system Rlcs, which computes the length of the longest common subs-sequence
of two strings, is discussed. The rewrite system Rlcs contains instances of
f(ε ,y,z ; w) → g(y,z ; w) f(x,ε ,z ; w) → g(x,z ; w)
f(ci(x),c j(y),z ; w) → hi, j(x,y,z ; w, f(x,c j(y),z ; w), f(ci(x),y,z ; w)),
i.e., rewrite rules expressing safe recursion with multiple recursion arguments. For exactly the same
reason as in case of general safe recursion, Rlcs only admits a polynomial quasi-interpretation which
says nothing about polynomial runtime complexity. Due to the restriction to single recursion arguments,
it is not possible to represent these rules as instances of (safe recursive) unfolding graph rewrite rules.
However, as seen from an instance (1) below (where the variable z is ignored to ease the presentation),
Rlcs could be represented by an infinite GRS fulfilling the assumptions (i)–(iv) in Theorem 2.
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In a very recent work [2], Theorem 1 is expanded for simultaneous general safe recursion, e.g.,
fi(ε ,z ;w) → gi(z ;w)
fi(c(x,y),z ; w) → hi(x,y,z ; w, f0(x,z ; w), f0(y,z ;w), f1(x,z ; w), f1(y,z ; w))
(i = 0,1).
In contrast to the current approach, instead of taking an advantage of sharing in term graph rewriting,
the notion of cache is employed in [2] to avoid costly recomputations. A similar notion, called minimal
function graphs, can be found in [15], yielding that the rewrite system Rlcs can be executed in polynomial
time. As mentioned in Remark 2, the condition (iv) in Theorem 2 can be relaxed as (iv)’ |K↾r| ≤ |K↾
l|+O(|(VK↾l)nrm|). Thus, as seen from an instance (2) above, such the schema of simultaneous recursion
could be also represented by an infinite GRS enjoying the assumptions (i)–(iii) and (iv)’.
As shown in [14], it is known that the polynomial-space computable functions can be captured with
safe recursion (on notation) with parameter substitutions. To see an explicit boundary of the proposed
method, consider the term rewrite system below that expresses an instance of the schema.
f(ε ;y) → g( ;y)
f(c(x) ; y) → h(x ;y, f(x ;p(x ; y)), f(x ;q(x ; y)))
The rules below are the first three instances of unfolding the above rules.
(0) f(ε ;y) → g( ;y)
(1) f(c(ε) ;y) → h(ε ;y,g( ;p(ε ;y)),g( ;q(ε ;y)))
(2) f(c(c(ε)) ; y) → h(c(ε);y,h(ε ;y,g(;p(ε ;p(c(ε),y))),g(;q(ε ;p(c(ε),y)))),
h(ε ;y,g(;p(ε ;q(c(ε),y))),g(;q(ε ;q(c(ε),y)))))
One will see that g occurs 2i times in the ith instance (i) and none of the occurrences can be shared since
their arguments are different. For this reason, even if they are represented as maximally shared GRS G ,
2|(VK↾l)nrm| ≤ |K↾r| for every (K, l,r) ∈ Ginf , and thus (even a relaxed form of) the condition (iv) fails.
6 Conclusion
Generalizing unfolding graph rewrite rules that express the schema (General Safe Recursion), we pro-
posed restrictive precedence termination orders, precedence termination with argument separation. The
restrictive notion together with suitable assumptions yields a new criterion for the polynomial runtime
complexity of infinite GRSs and for the polynomial-size normal forms in infinite GRSs. As discussed in
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the last section, the proposed method can be potentially expanded for safe recursion with multiple recur-
sion arguments or simultaneous general safe recursion, and thus is indeed more flexible than unfolding
graph rules at least in a limited sense. It should be stressed, however, that it is unclear how to express
infinite instances of those recursion schemata with infinite graph rewrite rules in a uniform way.
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